
GAME NUMBERS 1: A GAMUT OF GAMES

JADE NINE

1. N and P Positions

Remember, in a combinatorial game, the object of the game is to empty the game, meaning you want to leave
your opponents with no possible moves left.

We can now prove some results about strategies for combinatorial games. A position is a particular state of
a game - for example, Nim with a pile of 2 and a pile of 3 is a position; Kayles with a row of four candles is a
position; Cookies with 4 cookies is a position; etc. When we say a position can move to another position, that
means that a legal move of the game can take you from one position to the other. For example, Cookies 4 can
move to Cookies 3 and it can also move to Cookies 2.

• Any position in which the second player can force a victory is called a P position.
• Any position in which the first player can force a victory is called an N position.

Theorem 1 (P position). If a position can move to a P position, then it is an N position. If a position has no
moves to a P position, then it is a P position. Additionally, the 0 game, or the empty game, is a P position, and
every other position is either P or N.

Proof. Start with the 0 game. This is clearly a P position, because the first player loses by default. Now, suppose
you have a game position that is able to move to a P position. Then the first player can move the game to that P
position, and they can then force a win, because they are the second to move from the P position. Thus leaving
your opponent with a P position is a guaranteed victory, therefore any position that can move to a P position is
an N position.

Now suppose a position cannot move to a P position. That means that all the positions it moves to are either
an N position or something else. It takes some more technique to prove why the ‘something else’ is not possible,
so I will skip that; assume a position can only move to N positions, then the second player can force a win,
because no matter where the first player moves, the result is an N position, which the second player can then
force a win from, because they can move that N to a P. �

How do you figure out N and P? You have to play the games to figure out which positions are N and P! Start
from small games, with just a few pieces, maybe piles or rows of size 1 or 2 or 3. Then, make your positions a
little bigger, and see if you can continue to solve them.

The next important concept is the idea of adding games. Adding games essentially means putting them
together side by side and pretending that they are one big game. For example, let’s say we have two burgers and
three candles in a game, and to mave a move, you can either play What’s In The Combo to take burgers or you
can play Kayles to blow out some candles. How might this game go? Suppose first player blows out the middle
candle in Kayles, then the second player takes both burgers, then first player blows out the candle on the right,
then second player blows out the candle on the left and wins.

The object of a sum game is, as usual, to be the last player to make a move; if one game finishes but another
is still open, then the game is not done yet, so in order to win, you have to finish the last game standing.

Let G be a variable that indicates games. Then the key theorem about game adding is this one:

Theorem 2 (Symmetry). Given any game G, the game G + G is a P position.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is the “copycat” strategy. Whatever the first player does in one game, the
second player should mirror and do exactly the same move in the other game. This way, the result will always
be a sum of two identical games, and eventually it’ll result in two empty games, and the second player wins. �

And one last concept for you this week: two games G, H are equivalent if G + H is a P position. Here are
some equations I gave in class:

Nim(2) + Cookies(5) = P

Nim(1) + Cookies(4) = P

Nim(0) + Cookies(3) = P
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Cookies(3) + Cookies(6) = P

From this we deduce that Nim(2) = Cookies(5), Nim(0) = Cookies(3), etc. By this definition, see if you can
prove that Cookies(n) = Cookies(n + 3) for all n.


